IBM Invites You to Meet IBM’s Flagship Enterprise Server and Explore New Career Opportunities!

Are you a high school student, college student or educator looking for an opportunity to learn more about Enterprise Systems and the critical role they play in industry worldwide?

Did you know that:
- 25 of the top 25 worldwide banks run on IBM® System z®.
- 9 of the top 10 global life or health insurance providers run on IBM System z.
- 71% of global Fortune 500 companies are IBM System z clients.

Please join us to:
- See an IBM Enterprise Server (Mainframe) in operation.
- Talk with IBM experts about the modern Mainframe.
- Talk with IBM Business Partners and Mainframe users about careers in Enterprise Systems.

With over 70% of the world’s data residing behind and accessed by a Mainframe, these machines are a company’s best kept secret. Come learn why these servers are important to large and small companies alike, how they affect your daily life, and what rewarding career opportunities exist in this exciting field!

Location: Boston Marriott Copley Place
110 Huntington Avenue
Boston, Massachusetts 02116

Dates: (select one)
- Tuesday, October 5, 2010
- Wednesday October 6, 2010

Schedule:
- 11:00 – 11:45 AM: Presentation
- 11:45 – 1:15 PM: Solution Center visit

We encourage you to arrive in time for the 11 AM program start to maximize your time with the System z community. The agenda includes a short presentation on the industry’s best kept secret, the IBM System z, followed by a visit to the Solution Center where students can interact with IBM representatives, vendors and Mainframe users.

Please note: This is an invitation to learn about the job opportunities that exist around the IBM System z, it is not a job fair. Please RSVP by September 17, 2010, to Marc Smith, smarc@us.ibm.com or call (720)-396-6924 who will send out visit details prior to the event.